
EXPOSURE DRAMA SCHOOL BROCHURE TEXT 
 

 
Our Screen Acting Training 
  

* Are you an aspiring screen actor with limited or no training and experience? 
* A stage trained professional, looking to make the switch to film and TV? 
* A complete beginner, interested in an acting career but unsure where to take the first step? 
* A Drama School graduate, whose acting career aspirations have ground to a halt due to no                 
exposure?  
* Or an aspiring Director or Scriptwriter, wanting to improve your knowledge of working with               
actors and character building? 
 
  

IF SO, THE EXPOSURE DRAMA SCHOOL IS FOR YOU  
 

LAUNCH DATE: Early 2021 
TIME: 7pm to 10pm  
PRICE: £5,995.00 (excl VAT) 
LOCATION: Central London - UK 
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WHAT WE WILL DELIVER: 

  

* We will teach you the leading edge screen acting techniques of the Hollywood stars 
* Provide you with immersive on-set screen acting experience, playing a role in our original 

broadcast Web TV soap opera - E-Drama 
* Significant exposure to successfully launch your screen acting career - no other drama 

school gives you this! 
* Marketing advice, teaching you how to effectively market yourself to the industry 

* Success mindset coaching with one of the UK's leading Transformational Coaches 
 

THE CHUBBUCK TECHNIQUES 
  

Teaching the leading edge acting techniques of the Hollywood stars – as used by Brad Pitt and                 
Jim Carrey - our weekly practical screen acting workshops will teach you: 
 

* An easy to apply modern emotion-based interpretation of the Stanislavski theories 
* Empowering techniques to create a personalised performance in any dramatic situation 
* Intensive mental focus techniques, creating strong characterization and audience engagement 
  
   
  

  

 
ACTING FOR FILM & TV 
  

Teaching the trade secrets of the TV and film industry - our weekly practical workshops will                
teach you how to effectively act for the screen. We will teach you the following: 
  

● Stage .v. Screen Acting 
● Acting for the Camera Frame 
● How to Read the Camera 
● Reactions & Business 
● Sound & Vocal Levels 
● Typecasting 
● Acting 
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● Auditions 
● The Shoot 
● Acting & The Edit 

 

Self Marketing & Success Mindset Coaching 
  

The Exposure Drama School aims to empower all its students to become successful leading              
actors in the industry. 
  

With thousands of actors leaving other drama schools and university drama courses year after              
year and getting nowhere, it's easy to assume the odds are against you. But that's just a limiting                  
belief. 
  

With success 'mindset coaching' from one of the UK's leading Transformational Coaches, we'll             
teach you how to be successful not only in your acting career but also every other area of your                   
life.   
 

Exposure will provide all students with a Marketing Action Plan, giving you a plan of attack so                 
you can confidently know how to market yourself to the industry and make your career happen.  
  

All our students will graduate from our one year training programme fully equipped to              
effectively promote their acting talents to the world. 
 

OUR MISSION 
 
Our aim is to make quality screen acting drama training and exposure accessible to people truly                
committed to achieving a successful screen acting career.  
  

At a time when drama training in the UK is reaching crisis point - being extremely expensive and                  
offering entry to the chosen few - the Exposure Drama School offers a pioneering 21st century                
approach to drama training, utilising the latest digital technologies and emerging Web TV             
broadcast platforms to provide students with intensive drama training, an immersive filming            
experience, and significant Web TV exposure to launch their careers. 
It’s no longer enough to have a good headshot to launch an acting career. Today's actors need 
relevant screen acting training, a quality showreel, and significant exposure for casting agents 
and directors to identify you as a quality product. 
 
For more information and to apply, contact: 
 
The Exposure Drama School 
The Digital Office 
7.35a Nash House 
London 
NW10 6FD 
 

Tel: +44 7976 192209 
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Website: www-e-drama.co.uk 
Email: info@e-drama.co.uk 
 
© Exposure Drama School Ltd 2021  
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